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Abstract  

In this paper a four-ball-best-ball (4BBB) model for pairs of golf 
players is set up. The 4BBB match-play scoring system is seen 
to satisfy a basic requirement of fairness. It is shown that it is 
not strictly possible to rate individual players as 4BBB players. 
However, a (reasonably broad) class of individual players is 
identified such that it is possible to rate them individually as 
4BBB players. The capacity of an individual to play birdies is 
seen to be a very important determinant in being a successful 
member of a 4BBB pair, but there are other minor factors as 
well. Consideration is given to equal and unequal 4BBB pairs. 
The transitive law is seen to apply for 4BBB pairs. Thus, if pair 
A is better than pair B, and pair B is better than pair C, then pair 
A must be better than pair C. Correspondingly, if pair A is equal 
to pair B, and pair B is equal to pair C, then pair A is equal to 
pair C. Consideration is given to some strategic issues in 4BBB 
match-play golf. For example, the conditions under which a 
player should take a greater risk and have a higher probability of 
obtaining a bogie in order to achieve a higher probability of 
scoring a birdie, are determined. Also, the conditions under 
which a player, noting that his partner is about to have a ‘bad’ 
hole and score only a par or a bogie, should ‘play safe’, are 
determined. Thirdly, players who can interact in certain ways 
are seen to have an advantage over those pairs that cannot do 
this. Finally, one pair’s optimal strategy when they see that their 
opponents are about to score a par or a bogie, but not a birdie, is 
analyzed. 

Key words: Strategies for four ball best ball golf, selecting 
pairs of four ball best ball players. 
 

 
 
Introduction 
 
In four-ball-best-ball match-play golf, two players (A and 
B) play as a pair against two other players (C and D) who 
also play as a pair. All players play in the usual way. On 
the first hole, pair (A, B)’s score is the minimum number 
of strokes A or B took to complete the hole. Correspond-
ingly, pair (C, D)’s score on the first hole is the minimum 
number of strokes C or D took to complete the hole. One 
pair wins the hole if their minimum score is less than the 
other pair’s minimum score, and 1 is added to their match 
score. The match ceases as soon as one pair has an un-
beatable lead and/or 18 holes have been completed. If the 
match is tied or ‘squared’ after the 18th hole has been 
played, more holes may be played until a winner is de-
termined by a lead by 1. This is called a ‘playoff’. 

In this paper several questions are addressed. What 
is a useful model for studying 4BBB golf? Is the scoring 
system fair? Can individual players be ranked even 

though they are playing as pairs? Can pairs of players be 
ranked or can cyclical relationships (pair A better than 
pair B, who is better than pair C, who is better than pair 
A) exist between several pairs? Is it possible for pair A to 
be stronger than pair B at 4BBB golf, but weaker at other 
forms of the game? Are birdies particularly important in 
winning at 4BBB golf? Can two players make strategic 
decisions to interact in a useful way on a particular hole, 
and on any hole in general? Can such decisions be use-
fully made both statically and dynamically? 

In a recent paper, Hurley (2007) studied how a 
given set of players might be combined into pairs so as to 
form a very effective team against an identical opposing 
team. This is studied in a second paper by the authors 
(Pollard and Pollard, 2008). 
 
Methods 
 
The four-ball-best-ball model 
For PGA players playing 4BBB match-play, a pair’s score 
on a hole is typically a birdie (-1), a par (0) or a bogie 
(+1). For top amateurs and A-grade players, quite often 
playing on easier courses, the same is true. Even for aver-
age players, typically playing on easier courses, this is 
also true. Thus, a useful model for 4BBB match play golf 
is to denote pair A by {a-1, a0, a+1} where a-1 is the prob-
ability pair A gets a birdie, a0 is the probability pair A 
gets a par, and a+1 is the probability they get a bogie on 
any hole. Correspondingly, pair B can be denoted by {b-1, 
b0, b+1}. If we assume that pair A’s score and pair B’s 
score on any hole are independent, it can be seen that the 
probability pair A wins a hole against pair B, pA, is given 
by a-1(1 - b-1) + a0b+1, and the probability pair B wins a 
hole against pair A is given by pB = b-1(1 – a-1) + b0a+1. 
The probability that the hole is squared is given by 1 - pA 
– pB. The probability that pair A wins (loses) an 18-hole 
4BBB match-play event, PA (PB), can be evaluated using 
recurrence methods, and the probability that the match is 
squared is equal to 1 - PA – PB. If a play-off is used when 
the 18 holes are squared, the probability pair A wins 
(loses) the match can be evaluated using the geometric 
distribution. 

 
A further aspect of the model 
We suppose players A1 and A2 obtain scores for pair A 
(birdie, par or bogie) that are independently distributed, 
and we denote player A1 by (pa1,-1, pa1,0, pa1,+1) and player 
A2 by (pa2,-1, pa2,0, pa2,+1). The pair A, playing independ-
ently, is denoted by {(pa1,-1, pa1,0, pa1,+1), (pa2,-1, pa2,0, 
pa2,+1)}. A corresponding notation is used for pair B, and 
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it is typically assumed that pair A’s score on a hole is 
independent of pair B’s score on the hole. For a hole for 
team A, a-1 = pa1,-1 + pa2,-1 - pa1,-1pa2,-1, a+1 = pa1,+1pa2,+1 and 
a0 = 1 - a-1 – a+1, and corresponding expressions apply for 
pair B. 
 
‘Fairness’ of the four-ball-best-ball match-play scor-
ing system 
A minimal criterion for fairness of the 4BBB scoring 
system would appear to be the requirement that if pairs A 
and B are identical, the ‘hole-probabilities’ against each 
other pA and pB must be equal, and hence PA must equal 
PB. It is clear that this requirement is satisfied, since if a-1 
is equal to b-1, a0 is equal to b0 and a+1 is equal to b+1, pA 
must equal pB and PA must equal PB. For the basic model 
above, it is clear that if player A1 is identical to player B1, 
and player A2 identical to B2, we must have pA = pB, and 
PA must equal PB. 

Example 1. Noting that PGA tour players score a 
birdie approximately 20% of the time on average, we 
consider in this example four identical players, each with 
a probability of 0.2 of scoring a birdie, a probability 0.6 of 
scoring a par, and a probability 0.2 of scoring a bogie. It 
would seem that these probabilities would also be appli-
cable to top amateurs and top club players on somewhat 
easier courses. The probability pair A wins a hole against 
pair B is equal to pA = 0.2544, the probability pair B wins 
a hole against pair A is equal to pB = 0.2544, and the 
probability that the hole is halved is equal to 0.4912. 
Recurrence methods can be used to show that the prob-
ability pair A wins an 18-hole match is equal to 0.4346, 
the probability pair B wins it is also 0.4346, whilst the 
probability that the 18-holes are squared is equal to 
0.1309. After a play-off if necessary, the probability each 
pair wins is equal to 0.5. These results are shown in Table 

1, and this example demonstrates the ‘fairness’ of the 
4BBB scoring system. 

Example 2. In this example the pair A has charac-
teristics {(0.25, 0.5, 0.25), (0.25, 0.5, 0.25)} and the pair 
B has characteristics {(0.2, 0.6, 0.2), (0.2, 0.6, 0.2)}. It 
can be seen from table 1 that pair A now has a probability 
of 0.6417 of winning an 18-hole match with playoff 
against pair B. Pair A’s increased probability of winning 
the match (compared with their value in example 1) is 
essentially due to the role of a-1 in the expression pA =     
a-1(1 - b-1) + a0b+1. Note that it can easily be argued that 
all four players in this example are equal golfers, as their 
expected scores on every hole are the same (and equal to 
0). Pair A is, however, the better 4BBB pair. The 4BBB 
format of scoring has favoured the more variable pair, 
pair A. Note further that if we increased pair A’s prob-
ability of a bogie (or decreased their probability of a 
birdie) very slightly and decreased (increased) their prob-
ability of a par accordingly, so that pair A’s expected 
score was slightly less than that of pair B, we would still 
have a situation in which pair A was the better 4BBB pair. 
This might seem incongruous to believers in stroke play 
and other golf formats. Thus, it is clearly possible to have 
a pair that is better than another pair at 4BBB golf, whilst 
being weaker at other forms of the game. 

 
Rating individual four-ball-best-ball players 
In this section we investigate whether it is possible to rank 
individual players as 4BBB players. 

Example 3. Suppose y = (p, 1 - 2p, p) and x = (p - 
ε, 1 - p + ε, 0) are two types of players where 0 < ε < p < 
0.5. Consider a 4BBB match between pair A with charac-
teristics {x, y} and pair B with characteristics {x, x}. It 
can be shown that pair A is always the better pair (better 
since pA > pB), and this therefore suggests that y is a better 

 
Table 1. Examples of the probability pair A wins a hole and a match of 4BBB golf. 

Example pij values 
A is the first team B is the 
second 

Probability pair A 
wins, squares, loses a 
hole 

Probability pair A wins, 
squares, loses an 18 
holes match 

Probability pair A 
wins, loses an 18 
holes match, after 
play-off 

1 {(0.2,0.6,0.2),(0.2,0.6,0.2)} 
{(0.2,0.6,0.2),(0.2,0.6,0.2)} 

0.2544, 0.4912, 0.2544 0.4346, 0.1309, 0.4346 0.5000, 0.5000 

2 {(0.25,0.5,0.25),(0.25,0.5,0.25)} 
{(0.2,0.6,0.2),(0.2,0.6,0.2)} 

0.3000, 0.4600, 0.2400 0.5752, 0.1197, 0.3051 0.6417, 0.3583 

3a {(0.19,0.81,0.0),(0.2,0.6,0.2)} 
{(0.19,0.81,0.0),(0.19,0.81,0.0)} 

0.2309, 0.5462, 0.2228 0.4508, 0.1387, 0.4105 0.5214, 0.4786 

3b {(0.2,0.6,0.2),(0.19,0.81,0.0)} 
{(0.2,0.6,0.2),(0.2,0.6,0.2)} 

0.2512, 0.5155, 0.2333 0.4765, 0.1334, 0.3901 0.5456, 0.4544 

3c {(0.21,0.58,0.21),(0.21,0.79,0.0)} 
{(0.19,0.81,0.0),(0.21,0.79,0.0)} 

0.2405, 0.5347, 0.2247 0.4706, 0.1364, 0.3930 0.5412, 0.4588 

3d {(0.19,0.81,0.0),(0.2,0.6,0.2)} 
{(0.21,0.58,0.21),(0.2,0.6,0.2)} 

0.2497, 0.5119, 0.2385 0.4603, 0.1334, 0.4063 0.5285, 0.4715 

4a {(0.3,0.5,0.2),(0.1,0.7,0.2)} 
{(0.2,0.6,0.2),(0.2,0.6,0.2)} 

0.2604,0.4888, 0.2508 0.4574, 0.1306, 0.4123 0.5238, 0.4762 

4b {(0.3,0.6,0.1),(0.1,0.6,0.3)} 
{(0.2,0.6,0.2),(0.2,0.6,0.2)} 

0.2608, 0.4944, 0.2448 0.4724, 0.1307, 0.3969 0.5398, 0.4602 

4c {(0.3,0.4,0.3),(0.1,0.8,0.1)} 
{(0.2,0.6,0.2),(0.2,0.6,0.2)} 

0.2608, 0.4944, 0.2448 0.4724, 0.1307, 0.3969 0.5398, 0.4602 

4d {(0.3,0.6,0.1),(0.1,0.7,0.2)} 
{(0.2,0.6,0.2),(0.2,0.6,0.2)} 

0.2612, 0.5000, 0.2388 0.4877, 0.1309, 0.3814 0.5560, 0.4440 

4e {(0.3,0.6,0.1),(0.1,0.8,0.1)} 
{(0.2,0.6,0.2),(0.2,0.6,0.2)} 

0.2616, 0.5056, 0.2328 0.5031, 0.1309, 0.3660 0.5724, 0.4276 

4f {(0.3,0.6,0.1),(0.1,0.9,0.0)} 
{(0.2,0.6,0.2),(0.2,0.6,0.2)} 

0.2620, 0.5112, 0.2268 0.5187, 0.1307, 0.3506 0.5888, 0.4112 
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4BBB player than x. However, when we consider a 4BBB 
match between pair A with characteristics {y, x} and pair 
B with characteristics {y, y}, we find that pair A is the 
better 4BBB pair provided ε is sufficiently small so as to 
satisfy the equation  p4 – (2 + ε)p3 + (ε + 1)p2 + εp - ε > 0. 
For example, when p = 0.2, ε needs to be less than 1/30. 
Thus, provided ε is sufficiently small, this result suggests 
that x is a better 4BBB player than y. Therefore, we have, 
for small ε, one result suggesting that x is a better 4BBB 
player than y, and another result suggesting that y is a 
better 4BBB player than x. The truth is that, for small ε, x 
combines more successfully with y than does either x 
with x, or y with y. These two examples with p = 0.2 and 
ε = 0.01 appear in table 1 as examples 3a and 3b respec-
tively. 

As another example, suppose w = (p + ε, 1 - 2p - 
2ε, p + ε), x = (p + ε, 1 – p – ε, 0), y = (p, 1 – 2p, p) and z 
= (p – ε, 1 – p + ε, 0) are four types of players where 0 < ε 
< p < 0.5. Consider a 4BBB match between pair A with 
characteristics {w, x} and pair B with characteristics {z, 
x}. It can be shown that pair A is always the better pair, 
suggesting that w is a better 4BBB player than z. How-
ever, when we consider a 4BBB match between pair A 
with characteristics {z, y} and pair B with characteristics 
{w, y}, we find that pair A is the better 4BBB pair pro-
vided ε is sufficiently small. (For example, when p = 0.2, 
provided ε is less than about 0.017 (to 0.018)). Thus, 
provided ε is sufficiently small, this second result sug-
gests that z is a better 4BBB player than w. So, again we 
have a contradiction when ε is small. For the case in 
which p = 0.2 and ε = 0.01, see examples 3c and 3d in 
table 1. 

Thus, it can be concluded that it is not possible to 
strictly/generally rank individual 4BBB players in an 
order from best to worst. We will see however that it is 
possible to rank 4BBB pairs. Thus, it is clear that the sum 
of the birdie probabilities of the players in a pair of 4BBB 
players tells us a great deal about the strength of that pair, 
but it is not the complete picture. The following example 
highlights this point. 

Example 4. We start by assuming players B1 and 
B2 are the same as in example 1, that pair A’s characteris-
tics are {(0.3, 0.5, 0.2), (0.1, 0.7, 0.2)}, rather than {(0.2, 
0.6, 0.2), (0.2, 0.6, 0.2)}. Note that the sum of pair A’s 
birdie probabilities are the same as in example 1, as are 
the sum of pair A’s par probabilities, and the sum of pair 
A’s bogie probabilities. However, the interaction between 
player A1’s and A2’s birdie outcomes is now smaller than 
before (0.03 instead of 0.04). This reduces the likelihood 
of players A1 and A2 having birdies at the same time, and 
this increases their probability of winning an 18-hole 
match (with playoff) from 0.5 to 0.5238, as can be seen in 
example 4a of table 1. If pair A’s characteristics change to 
{(0.3, 0.6, 0.1), (0.1, 0.6, 0.3)}, their probability of win-
ning an 18-hole match against pair B (with playoff) in-
creases further to 0.5398. Note that the probability that 
both A1 and A2 have a bogie has decreased by 0.01 (from 
0.04 to 0.03), as can be seen in example 4b of table 1. If 
pair A’s characteristics are changed to {(0.3, 0.6, 0.1), 
(0.1, 0.7, 0.2)}, their probability of winning an 18-hole 
match against pair B (with playoff) increases further to 

0.5560. The probability that both A1 and A2 have a bogie 
has decreased by 0.02 (from 0.04 to 0.02), as can be seen 
in example 4d in table 1. If pair A’s characteristics are 
changed to {(0.3, 0.6, 0.1), (0.1, 0.8, 0.1)}, their probabil-
ity of winning an 18-hole match (with playoff) increases 
further to 0.5724, as their probability of both having a 
bogie has decreased by a further amount 0.01 (from 0.02 
to 0.01), as can be seen in example 4e of table 1. Finally, 
if pair A’s characteristics are changed to {(0.3, 0.6, 0.1), 
(0.1, 0.9, 0.0)}, their probability of winning an 18-hole 
match (with playoff) increases further to 0.5888, as can be 
seen in example 4f of table 1. 

Example 5. In this example we see that if the ‘gap 
in the performance characteristics’ between player A and 
player B is ‘sufficiently large’, player A can be a better 
4BBB player than player B no matter what are the com-
mon characteristics of player A’s and player B’s partners. 
Supposing the two partners with common characteristics 
are denoted by X, pair {A, X1} can be represented by 
{(pa,-1, pa,0, pa,-1), (x-1, x0, x+1)}, and pair {B, X2} can be 
represented by {(pb,-1, pb,0, pb,-1), (x-1, x0, x+1)}. The prob-
ability pair {A, X1} wins a hole against pair {B, X2}, pA, 
can be shown to equal 

11,11,1,111,

1,111,1,111,

)1(
)1)((

++++−−−−

−−−−−−−−

−+−−

++−−−+=

xpxppxxp
pxxppxxpp

baaa

bbaaA

 
A corresponding expression can be written down 

for pB, the probability pair {B, X2} wins a hole against 
pair {A, X1}. It can be shown that pA > pB provided 

 
11,1,1,1,1,1, ))1()1(/()( +−+−+−− >−−−− xpppppp abbaba
  

 
Noting that x+1 ∈  [0, 1], it can be seen, for exam-

ple, that player (0.3, 0.6, 0.1) is always a better 4BBB 
player than player (0.1, 0.8. 0.1), and that player (0.3, 0.4, 
0.3) is a better 4BBB player than player (0.1, 0.9, 0.0) 
provided x+1 for the players with the common characteris-
tics is less than 20/27. 

Example 6a. As special case of example 5, we con-
sider the important family of ‘symmetric’ players (p, 1-
2p, p). Suppose player A has p = p1 and player B has p = 
p2, where p1 > p2 > 0. Then it can be seen that player A is 
always a better 4BBB player than player B (unless x+1 = 
1, which is the (irrelevant) case in which the partners with 
the common characteristics always score bogies). 

Example 6b. As another special case of example 5, 
we consider the family of ‘equally non-symmetric’ play-
ers (θp, 1 – (1 + θ)p, p), where θ ≠ 1 and 0 < θ < p-1 - 1. 
Supposing θ is fixed, player A has p = p1 and player B has 
p = p2, where p1 > p2 > 0, it can be shown that player A is 
always a better 4BBB player than B, provided x1 < θ and 
x-1 ≠ 1. Further, for all (fixed) θ such that 0 < θ < p-1 – 1 
(i.e. the symmetric (θ = 1) as well as the non-symmetric 
(θ ≠ 1)cases), if players C and D have p-values equal to p3 
and p4 where p1 > p2 > p3 > p4 > 0, and p1 + p4 = p2 + p3, it 
can be shown that the pair (A, D) is always a better 4BBB 
pair than (B, C). 
 
Equal and unequal pairs 
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Definition. Two independent 4BBB pairs A and B (i.e. 
two 4BBB pairs A and B whose scores on a hole are in-
dependent) are said to be equal 4BBB pairs if pA = pB. 

Theorem. If independent pairs A and pair B are 
equal 4BBB pairs, and if independent pairs B and pair C 
are also equal 4BBB pairs, it follows that independent 
pairs A and C are also equal 4BBB pairs. 

Proof. Since pair A is equal to pair B, 

10111011 )1()1( +−−+−− +−=+− ababbaba  , and sub-

stituting 110 1 +− −−= aaa  and 110 1 +− −−= bbb  , and 
subtracting 1 from each side of the equation, we obtain 

11 11111111 −−+=−−+ −++−+−+− baabbaba , and 

hence )1)(1()1)(1( 1111 +−+− −−=−− abba . 
Correspondingly, since pair B is equal to pair C, 

we have )1)(1()1)(1( 1111 +−+− −−=−− bccb  , and 

hence
))1/()1)(1((

))1/()1)(1(()1)(1(

111

11111

−−−
−−−=−−

−+−

++−+−

bbc
babca

 

since 1 - b+1 and b-1 – 1 are not equal to zero, and hence 
)1)(1()1)(1( 1111 +−+− −−=−− acca  , and 

hence 10111011 )1()1( +−−+−− +−=+− acaccaca  , and 
so pair A and pair C are equal, completing the proof. 

Example 7. If independent pairs A and B are {(p1, 
1-2p1, p1), (p2, 1-2p2, p2)} and {(p1, 1-p1-p2, p2), (p2, 1-p1-
p2, p1)} respectively, it can be seen that a-1 = b-1, a+1 = b+1 
and hence a0 = b0, and it follows that the pairs A and B 
are equal for all legitimate values of p1 and p2. 

Example 8. The pair-wise independent pairs A, B 
and C given by {(0.25, 0.5, 0.25), (0.25, 0.5, 0.25)}, 
{(0.25, 0.5, 0.25), (0.3, 0.2, 0.5)} and {(0.25, 0.5, 0.25), 
(0.2, 0.8, 0)} can be seen to be pair-wise equal. Similarly, 
the pair-wise independent pairs D, E and F given by 
{(0.2, 0.6, 0.2), (0.2, 0.6, 0.2)}, {(0.2, 0.6, 0.2), (7/30, 
11/30, 0.4)} and {(0.2, 0.6, 0.2), (1/6, 5/6, 0)} also can be 
seen to be equal. 

We have seen above that it is not strictly possible 
to rank individual 4BBB players. However, it is possible 
to rank pairs of players as a result of the following theo-
rem. 

Definition. Given two independent 4BBB pairs A 
and B, pair A is said to be the better pair if pA > pB. 

Theorem. (transitive theorem) Given three pair-
wise independent pairs A, B and C, with A better than B, 
and B better than C, it follows that A is better than C. 

Proof. This theorem can be proved in an analogous  
manner to the theorem above. 

Example 9. Here we reconsider example 7 with p1 
= p + ∂ and p2 = p - ∂. Then, given 0.5 > p > ∂2 > ∂1 > 0, it 
follows that pairs A and B with ∂ = ∂2 are better 4BBB 
pairs than pairs A and B with ∂ = ∂1. 

Example 10. Here we return to example 8 and con-
sider the pair-wise independent pairs G, H and J given by 
{(0.15, 0.7, 0.15), (0.15, 0.7, 0.15)}, {(0.15, 0.7, 0.15), 
(39/230, 61/115, 0.3)} and {(0.15, 0.7, 0.15), (3/23, 
20/23, 0)} respectively. It can be verified that these three 
pairs are equal pairs. Then, assuming the nine pairs A, B, 
C, D, E, F, G, H and J are pair-wise independent, it can be 
seen that any of A, B and C, are better than any of D, E 
and F, who in turn are all better than any of G, H and J. 
Note however, for example, that although A, B and C are 
equal pairs, and D, E and F are also equal pairs, pA, pB 
and pC take on 9 different values when playing D, E or F, 
as can be seen in Table 2. 

 
Some strategy considerations for players and pairs 
Example 11. Suppose pair A has characteristics {(p1 + ε, 1 
– p1 – p2 – ε – ∂, p2 + ∂), (p1, 1 – p1 – p2, p2)} and pair B 
has characteristics {(p1, 1 – p1 – p2, p2), (p1, 1 – p1 – p2, 
p2)}. In this example players A2, B1 and B2 are identical 
players. Player A1 is very similar to these three players 
except that he can, if he wishes, increase his probability of 
getting a birdie by ε > 0 by taking a strategic risk, but in 
the process his probability of getting a bogie increases by 
∂ > 0. It can be shown that pair A’s probability of winning 
a hole is greater than pair B’s provided ∂ < ((1 - p2

2)/p2(1 
– p1)) ε. For example when p1 = p2 = 0.2, this inequality is 
∂ < 6ε, indicating that for these values of p1 and p2, player 
A1 can suffer a considerable increase in his bogie prob-
ability and it still is worthwhile taking the risk. 

Example 12. Assume pairs A and B both have 
characteristics {(p1, 1 – p1 – p2, p2), (p1, 1 – p1 – p2, p2)}. 
However, we make an additional assumption concerning 
player A1. It is assumed that player A1 can detect on a 
particular hole when his partner, A2, cannot possibly get a 
birdie, but will get a bogie with probability z and a par 
with probability 1-z. (For example, if player A2 always 
tees off first on every hole, such an event can sometimes 
be immediately clear to player A1 if player A2 plays a 
very bad first shot). We assume player A1 can take eva-
sive action and reduce his own probability of a bogie by 
x, but in doing so he reduces his probability of scoring a 
birdie by an amount y. The question is whether player A1 
should, in this situation, take this evasive action. Let us 
suppose that he will take this evasive action if he can 
reduce pair B’s probability of winning the hole. If he does

           
          Table 2. Examples of the probability some pairs win a hole and a match of 4BBB golf. 

Pairs Probability first pair wins, 
squares, loses a hole 

Probability first pair wins, 
squares, loses an 18 holes 

match 

Probability first pair wins, 
loses an 18 holes match, after 

play-off 
A versus D 0.3000, 0.4600, 0.2400 0.5752, 0.1197, 0.3051 0.6417, 0.3583 
A versus E 0.3083, 0.4408, 0.2508 0.5683, 0.1183, 0.3134 0.6335, 0.3655 
A versus F 0.2917, 0.4792, 0.2292 0.5823, 0.1210, 0.2966 0.6501, 0.3499 
B versus D 0.3200, 0.4160, 0.2640 0.5636, 0.1163, 0.3202 0.6273, 0.3727 
B versus E 0.3233, 0.4070, 0.2697 0.5580, 0.1159, 0.3261 0.6212, 0.3788 
B versus F 0.3167, 0.4250, 0.2583 0.5692, 0.1167, 0.3141 0.6335, 0.3665 
C versus D 0.2800, 0.5040, 0.2160 0.5879, 0.1233, 0.2888 0.6575, 0.3425 
C versus E 0.2933, 0.4747, 0.2320 0.5793, 0.1209, 0.2998 0.6468, 0.3532 
C versus F 0.2667, 0.5333, 0.2000 0.5970, 0.1259, 0.2771 0.6689, 0.3311 
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not take the evasive action, pair B’s probability of win-
ning the hole is equal to pB = (2p1 – p1

2)(1-p1) + ((1-p1)2 – 
p2

2)zp2 , whereas if he does take the evasive action pB = 
(2p1 – p1

2)(1-p1 + y)+ ((1-p1)2 – p2
2)(p2 – x)z . It follows 

that he should take the evasive action provided y < (((1-
p1)2 – p2

2)xz)/(2p1 – p1
2). For example, when p1 = p2 = 0.2, 

this inequality is y < 5x/6. Thus, it is worth taking this 
evasive action provided the associated decrease in his 
probability of scoring a birdie is only moderate. This 
result further demonstrates the importance of scoring 
birdies in 4BBB golf. 

Example 13. Suppose players A1 and A2 have the 
capacity to interact in some way that modifies the as-
sumption of independence between player A1’s score and 
player A2’s score. This is demonstrated mathematically in 
Table 3. For example, i-1,-1 represents the probability in-
teraction between players A1 and A2 when they both score 
birdies, and i0,0 represents the interaction when they both 
score pars. The value of a-1 is now pa1,-1 + pa2,-1 – pa1,-1pa2,-1 
- i-1,-1 , and a+1 is now pa1,+1pa2,+1 + i-1,-1 + i-1,0 + i0,-1 + i0,0. 
Thus, assuming player B1’s and B2’s scores are independ-
ent, and pair A’s score is independent of pair B’s score, 
the probability pair A wins a hole is given by  

11111 )1()1()( ++−−− −−+−= baabaAP  
where b-1 and b+1 are given at the beginning of this 

paper. Substituting the above expressions for a-1 and a+1 in 
this equation, we have, for example, the following partial 
derivatives 

)1)(1()(
111,2

1,1
+−−

−

−−−= bbp
p

AP
a

aδ
δ

 

)1)(1()(
111,1

1,2
+−−

−

−−−= bbp
p

AP
a

aδ
δ

 
)1()(

1
1,1

−
−−

−−= b
i

AP
δ
δ

 
For the p-values in example 1, these three partial 

derivatives are equal to 0.48, 0.48 and -0.64 respectively, 
making the third one of them the largest in absolute value 
(actually, it is always the largest in absolute value). Thus, 
and very interestingly, if pair A can decrease their interac-
tion i-1,-1 by an amount ε > 0, they get a greater return than 
they would by increasing either of their birdie probabili-
ties pa1,-1 or pa2,-1 by the amount ε. It would seem that this 
observation could be potentially very useful, but it is not 
clear how the two players could achieve this in practice. 
(An example of how something somewhat similar to this 
might be achieved in practice is if one of them is a par-
ticularly strong birdie chance on the short holes and the 
other is a particularly strong birdie chance on the long 
holes.)  The  application  of  this  result,  however,  would  
appear to be limited. 

Example 14.  Suppose at some stage in a hole it be-
comes clear to pair A that pair B will not be able to get a 

birdie, but that they will have a par with probability p 
(assumed given or estimable) and a bogie with probability 
q (p + q = 1). Pair A’s characteristics are typically {a-1, a0, 
a+1}, but they have several other available strategies that 
can be represented by {a-1 + εi, a0 - εi - ∂i, a+1 + ∂i} (i = 1, 
2, …, n) (∂i > 0, εi > 0). If pair A use their typical or stan-
dard strategy, their probability of winning the hole is 
equal to a-1 + qa0, given the additional information that 
pair B must have either a par with probability p or a bogie 
with probability q. If they use the ith available strategy 
above, their probability of winning the hole is given by a-1 
+ qa0 + pεi -q∂i. Thus, the strategy which maximizes their 
probability of winning the hole is either the standard 
strategy or the one that maximizes pεi -q∂i (provided this 
is positive). Alternatively, for example, if they are ‘1 
ahead’ at the 18th hole when this occurs, they may be 
interested in minimizing their probability of losing the 
hole, in which case they should use their standard strat-
egy. 

 
The effect of a modification of the 4BBB model 
Earlier in this paper it was stated that the assumption that 
each player had a birdie, a par, or a bogie on each hole 
was a reasonable assumption, and not a restrictive one for 
4BBB matchplay. This proposition is considered in the 
next example. 

Example 15. We reconsider example 1 and assume 
that each of players B1 and B2 have a probability of 0.01 
of scoring a double bogie, so that each of their probability 
scoring characteristics can be represented by (0.2, 0.6, 
0.19, 0.01), using an obvious extension of the earlier 
notation. Using a further extension of the earlier notation, 
it can be seen that b-1 = pb1,-1 + pb2,-1 – pb1,-1pb2,-1 = 0.36 as 
before, b+2 = pb1,+2pb2,+2 = 0.0001, b+1 = pb1,+1pb2,+1 + 
pb1,+1pb2,+2 + pb1,+2pb2,+1 = 0.0399, and b0 = 1 – b-1 – b+1 – 
b+2 = 0.6, as before. The probability pair A wins a hole is 
now 0.254404 (very slightly greater than before), the 
probability they lose is 0.2544 (as before), and the prob-
ability of the hole being squared is 0.491196. Note that 
the only changed result or outcome in this example com-
pared with that in example 1 is when players A1 and A2 
both get bogies whilst B1 and B2 both get double bogies, 
and this outcome has probability pa1,+1pa2,+1pb1,+2pb2,+2 = 
0.000004, a very small change compared with the changes 
in pb1,+1 and pb2,+1 of -0.01. Further, note that if only one 
(and not both) of the players B1 and B2 had a non-zero 
probability of getting a double bogie, the results in exam-
ple 1 would be unchanged.  

 
Conclusion 
 
In this paper a four-ball-best-ball (4BBB) model for golf 
has been established. The 4BBB match-play scoring sys-
tem has been shown to satisfy a basic requirement

 
                    Table 3. The joint distribution of player A1’s and A2’s score, with interactions. 

   A2’s score   
Joint Prob  -1 0 +1  
 -1 pa1,-1pa2,-1 + i-1,-1 pa1,-1pa2,0 + i-1,0 pa1,-1pa2,+1 - i-1,-1 – i-1,0 pa1,-1 
A1’s score 0 pa1,0pa2,-1 + i0,-1 pa1,0pa2,0 + i0,0 pa1,0pa2,+1 – i0,-1 – i0,0 pa1,0 
 +1 pa1,+1pa2,-1 - i-1,-1-i0,-1 pa1,+1pa2,0 - i-1,0 - i0,0 pa1,+1pa2,+1 + i-1,-1 + i-1,0 + i0,-1 + i0,0 pa1,+1 
  pa2,-1 pa2,0 pa2,+1 1 
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of fairness. It has been demonstrated that, in a strict 
sense, it is not possible, in general, to rank individual 
players as 4BBB players, as each player’s performance 
interacts with the performance of his/her partner. Of 
course, if two players’ characteristics are ‘far enough 
apart’, one player can be better than the other. A rea-
sonably broad class of individual players has been 
identified, however, such that it is possible to rate them 
individually (within that class) as 4BBB players. The 
capacity of an individual to play birdies is seen to be a 
very important determinant in being a successful mem-
ber of a 4BBB pair, but there are other minor factors as 
well. 

Equal and unequal 4BBB pairs have been stud-
ied, and the transitive law is seen to apply to 4BBB 
pairs. Thus, if pair A is better than pair B, and pair B is 
better than pair C, then pair A must be better than pair 
C. Correspondingly, if pair A is equal to pair B, and 
pair B is equal to pair C, then pair A is equal to pair C. 

Some strategic issues in 4BBB match-play golf 
have been studied. For example, the conditions under 
which a player should take a greater risk and have a 
higher probability of obtaining a bogie in order to 
achieve a higher probability of scoring a birdie, have 
been determined. Also, the conditions under which a 
player, noting that his partner is about to have a ‘bad’ 
hole and score only a par or a bogie, should ‘play safe’, 
have been determined. Thirdly, players who can inter-
act in certain ways have been shown to have an advan-
tage over those pairs that cannot do this. Finally, one 
pair’s optimal strategy when they see that their oppo-
nents are about to score a par or a bogie, but not a 
birdie, has been studied. The 4BBB model can be used 
to study other strategic considerations that might be of 
interest to golf enthusiasts. 
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Key points 
 
• A model for four-ball-best-ball match-play golf is 

established, and used to show that, although there 
can be other factors, the capacity of an individual 
to play birdies is a very important determinant in 
that player being a successful member of a four-
ball-best-ball pair. 

• Although it is not possible in general to rate play-
ers individually as 4BBB players, a class of indi-
vidual players is identified such that rating the 
players within that class is possible. 

• Equal and unequal 4BBB pairs are considered, and 
the transitive law is seen to apply for 4BBB pairs. 
For example, if pair A is better than pair B, and 
pair B is better than pair C, then pair A must be 
better than pair C. 

• Several strategic issues for individual players and 
pairs of players are considered, and optimal strate-
gies identified. 
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